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Business Confidence Recovery Expectation

Last 30 days:  
Improved = +59% 
(March 2021 Results=+27%)

Some improvement in  
the next 90 days = 50% 
(March 2021 Results= 45%)

Next 30 days:  
Improved = +47% 
(March 2021 Results=+34%)

Pre-COVID levels  
within 12 months = 24% 
(March 2021 Results= 23%)

GLOBAL BUSINESS 
CONFIDENCE – 
A POSITIVE TREND 
EMERGING? 
April to May has proven to be 
another positive month for 
business confidence. Indeed 
confidence grew from + 27% (Feb/
March) to + 59% (April/May) – a 
32-point increase. A smaller 
jump than the Jan to March 
leap of some 43 points but still 
very positive. But will this trend 
continue in the face of the Delta 
variant?

Business confidence in your country  in the last 30 days
 

BUSINESS CONFIDENCE GATHERS PACE AS VACCINES APPEAR TO BE WORKING  
Business Confidence continues its upward trend with +27% in March and now a +59% in May - that’s the 
first time we have seen two consecutive periods of increasingly positive business confidence.  Business 
confidence for the coming month also rose to 47%. March and May data showed a distinct pickup from the 
previous more pessimistic trend. 

Expectations of an improvement in business performance within the next 90 days, which had been on the 
slide this year, improved slightly; now at least 50% think things will improve within 90 days. The view that 
business performance will return to pre-pandemic levels within 12 months is enjoyed by 24% - marginally 
greater than last time, and showing a surprising consistency throughout the emergency.
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IS OPTIMISM SETTING IN 
FOR THE LONG HAUL? 

Once again we look forward 30 
days and there has been a further 
increase in respondents that report 
confidence improving into the 
future. 

At 47% this is the highest level ever 
reported in the AGN confidence 
index – more than double where 
we were in June 2020 and arguably 
breaking out of the mostly static 
position reported from June 2020 
until January 2021.  

Will business performance improve in the next 90 days?
DECLINE IN BUSINESS 
PERFORMANCE 
EXPECTATIONS - 
ARRESTED!

Since a dramatic bounce in 
December when vaccines 
were announced, a positive but 
progressively declining view of 
expected business confidence for 
the coming 30 days has finally 
turned the corner, with a 5 point 
increase over last time. 

This graph illustrates the eternal 
optimism of our members 
in the face of considerable 
challenges and harsh economic 
conditions. Since the beginning 
of the pandemic roughly half 
of members could always see 
improvements emerging in a 
3-month period.   

Business confidence in your country to change in the next 
30 days
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LONGER TERM EXPECTATION  
TURNS INTO AN UPWARD TREND!
24% of AGN members think their business 
performance will return to pre-pandemic 
levels within 12 months – this is the third 
consecutive period of positive increases; is 
the economic bounce-back theory becoming 
more of a reality?  

It’s interesting that over time there is a 
persistent 1/4 of responders that continue 
to hold this view. This measure has not 
changed in the way one might expect if a 
clear end to the emergency was envisaged.  
Is that a reflection of a new normal, levels 
of uncertainty in a long term situation or 
something else? 

AGN International Ltd is a company limited by guarantee registered in England & Wales, number 4619314, registered office 3 More London Riverside, London SE1 2RE, 
United Kingdom. AGN International Ltd (and its regional affiliates; together “AGN”) is a not-for-profit worldwide membership association of separate and independent 
accounting and advisory businesses. AGN does not provide services to the clients of its members, which are provided by Members alone.  AGN and its Members are not in 
partnership together, they are neither agents of nor obligate one another, and they are not responsible or liable for each other’s services, actions or inactions. 

For further information, or become involved, please contact: 

AGN International
Email: info@agn.org   |  Office: +44 (0)20 7971 7373   |  Web: www.agn.org

AGN International member firms are comprised of thousands of advisory professionals that actively work with small and medium-sized businesses 
around the world. Their ‘confidence’ about the future is founded on interactions with these businesses, making them a credible proxy for business 
confidence more broadly.  With this in mind, we have developed the Covid Business Recovery Index – a monthly barometer or snapshot of business 
confidence from every region around the world. 

Expect business performance to return to  
pre-Covid levels in 24 months
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North America, EMEA and APAC remain in positive territory – all achieving a positive business confidence 
score since November 2020.  Latin America remains in negative territory where it has been for 3 reports 
now – what’s more the May report indicates a further decline in business confidence. Indeed, the November 
positive CSA result is increasingly looking like some sort of reporting anomaly!  

LATIM AMERICA CONTINUES IN THE DOLLDRUMS
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